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Celebrating the studio's two-year anniversary, we unite and
honor the heroes in all of us that reflect our images and
interest, empowering the next generation and making
accessible the most creative opportunities for growth.

 
With our eclectic team that provides a fun and informative

perspective to alternative fitness, our quirky curriculum
educates students on movement as a daily meditation.

 
This showcase acts as an opportunity for our students to

exhibit their progress and passion to friends, family, and the
greater community. We believe that everyone deserves a

space in which artists can be themselves. Here, we celebrate
the truly incredible family that has grown within these walls.

Thank you for sharing this space with us.
 

The team at Floorplay Studio looks forward to celebrating the
achievements of our performers. Again, thank you for being a

part of the action as we aim to offer an evening filled with pure
joy, laughter, tears, and talent.

 



POLICIES
 

You may video record and photograph for personal use only
(NO FLASH!!). Please hold your devices no higher than your

shoulders out of respect for the guests behind you.
- Professional equipment is not permitted without a media pass.
- If you wish to purchase a digital file of a performer's routine,

these will be available two weeks post-showcase.
 

While the studio is sex-worker positive, you may not tip the
performers or throw anything onto the performance area.

This is to protect the safety of the dancers.
 

You may not touch the performers.
Due to Coronavirus, performers are discouraged

from touching any spectators.
Sitting in the front row would typically permit the performers

to engage with and/or touch you.
 

DO cheer, clap, whoop and show that you are enjoying the experience.
 

Enter and exit the studio only after a performer has left the stage and
before the next routine's song begins.

 
Three bathrooms are located in the hallway. Before the show begins, one
restroom may be closed off, reserved for the performers getting ready.

 
The balcony may be closed due to poor weather.

Please exit via the hall entrance.



EVENING PROGRAM

Pole

Open and Welcome - 6:00p

Poleography vStudent Choreo - 6:10p

Ruth - 6:20p

Kristyn - 6:30p

Ashley - 6:40p

Natasha - 6:50p

CLAIRE AND ERIC ARE OUT-OF-STATE

AND REGRET THAT THEY ARE NOT JOINING US!

Floor

7:00p - ChaCha

7:20p - Lindsay

7:30p - Nisiyah

GABBY IS UNDER THE WEATHER 

AND MISSES BEING IN THE SHOW!

Exotic Show

7:40p - MasoKiss

8:00p - the Bella Donnas



With pride, we are the only dance and aerial studio
in Delaware that is dedicated to serving individuals
of all ages, levels of abilities, and stages of health

through the art of dance and performance.
 

Here's wishing you and yours health and
good fortune during this tumultuous time.
May you be able to build good memories
while the studio prepares for Delaware's

Phase III reopening.


